Anyblock Analytics Raises 500,000 Euro Seed Round
to Develop Platform that Visualizes Blockchain Data
Frankfurt am Main, October 15nd, 2019 – Anyblock Analytics, the company behind the
blockchain analytics platform eth.events – which contains all publicly available data from
Ethereum-based networks – is excited to announce that they closed a 500,000 Euro seed funding
round by three business angels, Accelerator Frankfurt and ISB development bank.
By working with Anyblock Analytics, Marketing managers and other less technical stakeholder
benefit, as the data can simply be put into charts and dashboards to generate valuable insights
with easy to understand visualizations. IT teams can save time when developing enterprise-grade
smart contract solutions, as they do not have to run their own server nodes.
With the capital raised Anyblock is extending their product portfolio e.g. by offering alerting
services and dedicated node hosting. This enables application monitoring and easy integration of
blockchain technology with existing IT systems such as ERP (e.g. SAP) and business intelligence
solutions (e.g. Tableau).
“Our enterprise-grade technology stack enables updating the data pool in real time. We will now
index even more different blockchains and distribute the infrastructure globally to support 24x7
service-level agreements,” describes Sascha Göbel, Co-Founder and CTO of Anyblock Analytics.
One of the seed investors and member of the Business Angels FrankfurtRheinMain e.V.
association, Nikolaus D. Bayer, is convinced of the company’s potential: “Anyblock Analytics
sparked my interest, as they provide base layer technologies that can make any blockchain
project easier and cheaper to implement, particularly in the growing enterprise market.”
Peter Eulberg, Co-Founder and CEO of Anyblock Analytics plans to accelerate sales as well: “We
are excited to leverage the knowledge and network of our investors. Particularly business angels
provide so much more to a growing company than just their capital.”
Andreas Lukic, chairman of Business Angels FrankfurtRheinMain e.V. states: “The Rhine-Main
area offers in a perimeter of 50 km an excellent mix of investors to startups. So Anyblock´s
founders were able to convince an accelerator specialized on blockchain in Frankfurt, a public
venture capitalist in Mainz and one of our local members after pitching in our matching event.”

About Business Angels FrankfurtRheinMain e.V.
Business Angels FrankfurtRheinMain e.V. (https://ba-frm.de/) is one of the most active business angel networks in
Germany. BA-FRM organizes monthly events for startups and growing companies to meet private investors. The
organization’s mission is to assist young founders across Germany and particularly in the Rhein-Main area, and helps to
close funding gaps, especially for innovative startups.
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About Anyblock Analytics
Anyblock Analytics’ mission is to make blockchain data reliably available, easy to access and usable in a meaningful way.
Their offer comprises a complete set of services for enterprise blockchain use cases on both public and private consortia
chains.
About eth.events
Anyblock Analytics operates the blockchain analytics platform https://eth.events, which contains all data from all publicly
available Ethereum-based networks. It is a searchable blockchain index and data source with real-time API and full SQL
access down to the smart contract event level. For example, this can be used to monitor blockchain applications or to
create graphical dashboards as shown here: https://eth.events/dashboards/
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